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SIGNIFICANCE OF PULSE PRESSURE AND MANAGEMENT STRATEGY OF THE PATIENTS WITH PERMANENT CARDIAC PACING

Pochinska M. V.
V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, Kharkiv, Ukraine

Clinical importance of the pulse pressure (PP) in patients with permanent pacemaker (PM) is discussed in this review. Clinical characteristics, hemodynamic parameters, stimulation parameters, depending on the PP, and the ability to optimize medication with antihypertensive drugs are considered. Implanted pacemaker and CRT are changing the PP, which substantiates the need for additional medical supervision.
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INTRODUCTION

Permanent cardiac pacing and cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) are the leading treatment methods of bradyarrhythmias, as well as medical therapy resistant chronic heart failure (CHF) [1–2].

In 1985, the first pacemaker was implanted, and since then established as a highly effective method of bradyarrhythmias treatment. Permanent pacing reduces mortality, the number of admissions to hospitals, eliminates the symptoms of the disease and significantly improves the life quality (LQ), which is an additional goal of the treatment of patients with
bradyarrhythmias [1, 3]. The number of primary pacemaker implantations and replacements is increasing rapidly every year all over the world [4–5].

Both the first and the recent studies show that hemodynamics during pacing is associated not only with the general functions of the heart, but also with factors caused by the applied stimulation method [4].

S-letter code for a common nomenclature NBG-NASPE / BPEG stimulation that exists to describe the pacemaker programming since October 2001 was adopted. The first letter indicates the chamber paced (O – no, A – atria, the V – ventricle, D – dual chamber (A + V), S – single cardiac chamber (A or V)). The second letter indicates the chamber sensed (O – no, A – atria, V – ventricle, D – dual chambers, – single cardiac chamber). The third letter indicates how the pacemaker responds to a sensed event (O – no, T – trigger, I – suppression, D – indicates that there are dual modes of response (T + I)). The fourth letter indicates the possibility of programming (O – no, R – the pacemaker has rate modulation). The fifth letter specifies only the location or absence of multisite pacing, defined as stimulation sites in both atria, both ventricles, more than one stimulation site in any single chamber, or a combination of these (O – no, a – atria, V – ventricular, D – double function (A + V)) [1].

The most common cause of pacemaker implantation is an AV block. The annual death rate from AV block before pacemakers’ introduction into clinical practice reached more than 50 % [6]. Other indications for pacemaker implantation are sinus node dysfunction, chronic fascicular block, AV block associated with myocardial infarction (MI), hypersensitive carotid sinus syndrome [7], as well as for CRT in patients with CHF [1]. However, the indications for CRT are under discussion and development [8–10].

The important factor in the assessment of the clinical status of patients is the pulse pressure (PP) [11–14], which characterizes the work of the cardiovascular system, the degree of arteries walls tone and pumping function of the left ventricle (LV) [15–16]. Normal PP is considered to be 40–60 mm Hg, but not more than 60 % of the systolic blood pressure (SBP). Its value depends on the volume of blood that had accumulated during diastole and was ejected by the ventricle into the aorta in systole phase [17–18]. Another factor influencing the PP is the resistance encountered by the blood mass in the aorta during systole. PP has an important role in the regulation, because it reflects the blood volume pulse, while SBP and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) are its derivatives [19–21].

Changing of PP disrupts the normal blood supply to organs and tissues, increases the load on the heart and blood vessels, what is associated with decreasing of patients LQ, the progression of heart failure, the advent of life-threatening arrhythmias, increased complications of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) and sudden death in the world [22–27]. 54 % of adult deaths happen due to a stroke, and 47 % are associated with coronary heart disease (CHD) [28–31].

Low PP is associated with increased heart rate (HR) and is accompanied by rapid fatigue, weakness, dizziness and disorientation. Factors leading to such changes are: HF, aortic stenosis, hypovolemia, renal failure, pathology of adrenal and thyroid gland, trauma, accompanied by heavy bleeding, hypothermia, physical exertion [22, 32].

High PP is associated with a decreased HR and is accompanied by restlessness, agitation, anxiety, fear. Such conditions can be caused by stenosis or insufficiency of the aortic valve, atherosclerosis, increased intracranial pressure, endocarditis, anemia, hyperthyroidism [23–27, 33]. Increased PP with reduced DBP and insufficient blood filling of the coronary arteries are the cause of pain in the heart.

There are evidence of both the positive DDD and VVI [34], and the negative impact of AAI and DDD pacing modes on PP [35].

Multicenter studies indicate reduced risk of future development of HF and death, as well as the improvement of the clinical picture mostly in patients with PP > 40 mm Hg in one year after implantation of CRT-D [36]. However, high PP is associated with the development of CVD and death. It is necessary to pay attention to the impact of permanent pacemaker implantation and CRT on the various degrees of PP.

PP as a response function of neurohumoral control defines a new perspective for the analysis of the processes occurring in hemodynamics. In patients with implanted pacemaker and CRT heterogeneity PP requires careful selection of drug therapy and monitoring of its effectiveness.
1. CONDITIONS REQUIRING PACEMAKER IMPLANTATION AND PP

1.1. Acquired AV block in patients with implanted pacemaker and PP

The frequency of the occurrence of AV blocks increases with age. The prevalence of I degree AV block is 0.45–5 % [37], in patients older than 60 years it is registered in 4.5–14.4 % of all cases; over 70 years – 40 %; after MI – in 8–13 %. The incidence of II degree AV block is – 9 %, III degree AV block reaches the maximum value in people older than 70 years [38] – in 2.5–8 % of patients with MI. The incidence of iatrogenic AV block is 0.5–3 % of all cases. According to WHO statistics, 17 % of sudden deaths due to acute HF occur due to the AV block. Most often, this pathology is diagnosed during a routine inspection by a physician or cardiologist. There are number of causes of AV block: diseases of ischemic, inflammatory, neoplastic and autoimmune nature. Heart defects, radiofrequency ablation, valve replacement, as well as drug intoxication can lead to rhythm disturbances [1].

AV block is anatomically divided into supra, intra- and infra-Hisian. I degree AV block is characterized by an abnormal PR-interval lengthening of more than 0.2 seconds and is usually asymptomatic. When PR interval is more than 0.3 sec (significant I degree AV block), it can cause symptoms due to catheter ablation of the fast path of AV connection with the continued conduction on a slow track. With such a blockade due to inadequate atrium contraction in the immediate vicinity of the ventricular systole, the hemodynamic consequences and symptoms similar to retrograde (ventricle-atrium) holding (pacemaker syndrome) may appear. Clinically manifested by shortness of breath, dizziness, palpitation, pulsation, and chest pain [6, 39–41]. When significant I degree AV block occurs, the atrium contraction comes prior to them complete filling, ventricular filling is impairing, pulmonary capillary pressure is increasing, stroke volume and end-diastolic pressure are increasing, that leads to increasing of PP. However, in the work of Alonso A., et al. PP associated with height of P wave, rather than with PR interval [42]. The reduction of symptoms and improvement in cardiac function is observed on the background of pacemaker implantation patients with PR interval > 0.3 sec by reducing of AV conducting time [39, 41].

Dual-chamber pacing with a shortened AV delay improves the condition of patients with long PR interval with LV dysfunction [43], and in some cases effect on the disappearance of orthostatic hypotension and indirectly normalizes PP [44].

II degree AV block Mobitz I is characterized by a progressive lengthening of the PR interval to the blocked contraction with a narrow QRS complex [45]. II degree AV block Mobitz II is characterized by a fixed PR-interval before and after the blocked complexes, usually associated with a wide QRS complex, and the damage of conducting occurs below the branch block trunk (on the background of the anterior-wall MI). In patients with II degree AV block of the first type hemodynamics worsens due to a loss of AV synchronization even without bradycardia. As the transition to an advanced AV block in this situation is not common, the stimulation is usually not indicated. An exception is the presence of severe symptoms – dizziness or syncope, chest pain if the block is associated with myocarditis or MI accompanied by SBP increasing, which indirectly indicates an increase in PP [6]. The second type of II degree AV block patients are often symptomatic, have a worse prognosis, often the progression to AV block of III degree is observed. Thus, the second type of II degree AV block and wide QRS complex shows diffuse lesion of the conduction system, and it is an indication for pacemaker implantation irrespective by symptoms.

In case of III degree AV block (complete blockage) AV dissociation occurs (no AV-conducting), and it is a sign of a serious organic lesion. An advanced II degree and complete AV blocks causes Morgagni-Adams-Stokes attacks, which are accompanied by HR slowing to 40 or less beats per minute (bpm), increasing PP, dizziness, weakness, darkening in eyes, loss of consciousness, pain in the heart. III degree AV block is the indication for pacemaker implantation. There are studies about the positive impact of DDD and VVI pacing modes in elderly patients with complete AV block, but with a single-chamber pacing a significant dilatation in the left atrium and decreased LV diastolic function is observed, which is an indirect effect on the reduction of PP [46–47].

In patients with AV block the reduction in frequency of symptoms of arterial hypertension (AH) is explained by the BP lowering during the 1 year observation period after pacemaker
implantation in the DDD/DDDR modes [48]. A slower decline in blood pressure (BP) in severe AH stage and grade is revealed. These indirectly show the PP decrease in patients with AV block and with DDD/DDDR pacing modes.

The survey [49] studied the influence of percent stimulation (<10% - group A, >40% - group B) on the structure and function of the heart in patients with AV block with a dual-chamber pacemaker. There are enlargements of atrium and LV and decreased ejection fraction (EF) in group B in comparison with the group A. There is indirect evidence of the growth of PP in patients with rhythm disturbances with increasing percentage of stimulation, which adversely affects the outcome of CVD.

In the study [50] in patients with AV block with VVI pacing mode during daily monitoring of BP an increase in PP by reducing ventricular pacing rate during the night is observed. The average level of PP is fixed at a constant frequency of ventricular stimulation during the day, but it is not a physiological decrease in BP during sleep, it is associated with an increased rate of target organ damage.

Presented publication of the PP changes after pacemaker implantation in patients with AV block are singular, and do not completely reflect the problem.

1.2. Bifascicular and trifascicular block in patients with implanted pacemaker and PP

The right bundle branch block (RBBB) can occur in healthy people, in anterior-wall MI and pulmonary embolism. The left leg bundle branch block (LBBB) is usually associated with the structural heart disease (CHD, CHF). The RBBB and LBBB predisposing factors include: atria septal defect, stenosis of the pulmonary artery, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, aortic stenosis with calcification, cardiomyopathy, myocarditis, hyperkalemia, progressive muscular dystrophy, an overdose of drugs (quinidine, procainamide, strofatin), surgery and tumors of the heart, Lenegre Lev disease [51–52].

Bifascicular block is determined in electrocardiogram (ECG) as conduction disturbances below the AV node in two branches of RBBB or LBBB is determined. Trifascicular and alternating block are defined as a block of all three branches, either consecutively or at different times. Patients with such ECG changes and symptomatic advanced AV block have a high mortality rate and a significant incidence of sudden death [53–58].

Bundle branch blocks are usually asymptomatic because they do not cause changes in the HR, however patients with bifascicular block can have syncope [51, 59], due to decreased LVEF and increased end-diastolic pressure [60–61]. Increased SBP in patients with bifascicular and trifascicular block is observed [35]. These data indirectly indicates an increase of PP among patients in this group.

Electrophysiology study (EPS) can be useful in therapy assessment and selection for induced ventricular arrhythmias, which are often present in patients with bifascicular and trifascicular blocks. [1]. Meanwhile an increased risk of sudden death irrespective of the results of EPS is associated with syncope in patients with permanent or transient III degree AV block. Permanent pacing is indicated at bifascicular or trifascicular blocks if syncope of unclear genesis is present or used therapy may cause AV block, especially if the loss of consciousness are caused by transient III degree AV block [34]. Selecting of the pacing mode is performed the same way as in the AV block. Accordingly, the change of PP and its therapy at the given group are similar to the parameters in patients with an implanted pacemaker due to AV block.

Reduced SBP < 110 mm Hg correlates with a high risk of death and worsening HF in patients with an implanted pacemaker during the LBBB and moderate HF. Indirectly, the data indicate a decrease of PP in patients with LBBB and moderate HF. CRT reduces the risk of complications and increases the PP [62].

In the study [35] the daily monitoring of BP evaluated a decrease of PP in patients with bifascicular or trifascicular blocks, that is most by pronounced in the DDRD mode in late period after pacemaker implantation. However, there is an increasing of the PP at dual chamber pacing in DDD mode, in comparison with a single-chamber [34], which adversely influences the cardiovascular system function and an additional drug support is requires.

1.3. Sick sinus syndrome (SSS) in patients with implanted pacemaker and PP

The dysfunction of sinoatrial (SA) node disturbs the frequency of atria contractions, what causes pathological bradycardia, asystolic pause and increases PP [63]. The incidence of the SSS is less than 0.2% [64]. There are
internal and external factors that can cause SA node dysfunction: CHD or MI, AHI, systemic diseases of connective tissue, endocrine disorders, neuromuscular disease, surgical injuries [64–65].

Paroxysmal tachycardia on the background of SSS can occur in some patients [66]. Therefore, patients experience a permanent emotional stress in addition to disturbances of hemodynamics during the paroxysms. This leads to the decreasing of LQ and manifests by disability, faintness, fatigue, circulation insufficiency events, memory impairment [67]. 17-year study [68] that involved 213 patients with SSS, shows a high risk of sudden death, HF, stroke, atrial fibrillation (AF) and requires a permanent pacemaker implantation. Increasing of the BP is also associated with the SSS, which indirectly influences on increase of the PP in the current pathology.

There are indications for the pacemaker implantation: SSS with documented symptomatic bradycardia or pauses, clinically manifested by chronotropic incompetence; symptomatic sinus bradycardia as a result of long-term drug therapy, which cannot be discontinued or replaced with another treatment; syncope of the unknown origin, when major deviations from the normal function of the SN identified or provoked by the EPS [1]. AV stimulation, combined with pacemaker settings that minimize ventricular pacing is the optimal strategy for the treatment of SSS [1, 69]. It improves LQ, reduces cardiovascular and total mortality and incidence of AF [70], reduces thromboembolic complications and pacemaker syndrome events which associated with loss of AV synchrony and manifests by weakness, dizziness, syncope, followed by decreasing of the myocardium contractile function [71].

We found only one study [72], where in patients with SSS the increase of cardiac productivity is observed on a background of atrium pacing, which leads to increase of cardiac index up 30%, stroke volume by 15% and decrease of preload. However, there is an increase of PP (59.2 ± 2.3 mm Hg) Despite the improvement in hemodynamics. There is a decrease of cardiac productivity on the background of ventricular pacing, thereby there is a decrease of cardiac index and stroke volume by 15–20%, increase of preload and decrease of PP (54.3 ± 2.2 mm Hg).

1.4. Carotid sinus syndrome (CSS) and neurocardiogenic syncope in patients with implanted pacemaker and PP

CSS is manifested by syncope or presyncope as a response to carotid sinus stimulation due to its high sensitivity [73]. The data [74] indicate that the syncope is common in all age groups with the peaks in adolescence and elderly. The recurrence rate of syncope increases linearly from 0.3 % during 30 days to 22 % within two years of observation. The mortality rate for one year varies between 5.7 and 15.5 %. Most of synapses of unclear genesis are caused by a CSS in elderly patients. Passive orthostatic test (head-up tilt-table testing) is used for the diagnostics of neurocardiogenic syncope [75–76]. Before the test all cardio- and vasoactive drugs should be canceled. Duration of the test is 45 minutes or until syncope develops. Neurocardiogenic syncope is classified by ECG data in the three leads and by BP data [77–78]:
- mixed type: duration ≤ 10 seconds, HR ≤ 40 bpm, the absence of asystole > 3 sec, lowering of BP precedes the HR reduction;
- cardioinhibitory type: duration > 10 seconds, HR > 40 bpm, the absence of asystole > 3 sec, lowering of BP precedes the HR reduction;
- cardioinhibitory type with asystole: the lack of asystole > 3 seconds, hypotension (decreasing of SBP to 80 mm Hg) with decreasing in HR at the same time;
- vasodepressor type: HR ≥ 10 % from baseline when syncope is present, a significant decrease of the SBP.

The significant decrease of SBP and slight decrease of DBP are indirectly associated with reduction of the PP in patients with CSS [75, 79].

The indications for pacemaker implantation are recurrent syncope caused by carotid sinus stimulation in patients who needs a minimal pressure on the area of the carotid sinus to cause episodes of ventricular asystole > 6 sec duration in the absence of drugs depressing SN function or slowing AV conduct.

The study [80], which includes 138 elderly patients with the CSS, history of syncope and positive tilt-table testing in 67.4 % of cases showed that pacemaker implantation completely suppresses the symptoms in 83.3 % of cases. However symptoms remain unchanged in 10.9 % of the mixed CSS that is associated with preservation of vasodepressor
component. There is indirect evidence that the pacemaker implantation did not normalize PP in patients with vasodepressor type of CSS in comparison with cardioinhibitory type.

1.5. Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (hcm) and neurocardiogenic syncope in patients with implanted pacemaker and pp

HCM is a genetic CVD of the myocardium, characterized by local ventricular hypertrophy, diastolic dysfunction and the development of arrhythmias [81]. The incidence of HCM is 1 in 500 people worldwide [82-84]. Factors that increase the sudden death in these patients, include: heredity, the presence of syncope, severe LV hypertrophy or obstruction of the LV outflow tract on echocardiography, abnormal BP response to exercise [81].

The study [85] presents a clinical case of a patient with aipcal HCM, CAD and AH. His PP is 56 mm Hg and HR is 50 bpm during the rest. During the exercise test PP decreases to 32 mm Hg and HR increases to 162 bpm. Multicenter study [86] indicates that the decreasing of the SBP up to 10 mm Hg and indirect decreasing of the PP during physical exertion is an independent factor for the development of CVD and increased mortality.

Clinically HCM is manifested by shortness of breath, weakness, chest pain, syncope, arrhythmias (tachycardia, bradyarrhythmia, AF, front and LBBB).

Implantation of the defibrillator and dual chambers synchronized AV-stimulation are invasive methods of HCM treatment in patients with high risk of sudden death [1]. Pacemaker reduces the frequency of myectomy application, alcohol ablation, and reduces the risk of sudden death [87-89]. Dual-chamber pacing mode with a short AV delay improves hemodynamics when outflow tract obstruction is present by restoring the sequence of LV excitation, which provides an increase in the diameter and volume of outflow tract and reduction of LV obstruction, increase of SAP and indirectly increases PP.

In end-stage HCM for relieving HF symptoms CRT is recommended [1]. LV and left atria reverse remodeling are present in this group of patients [90] that improves hemodynamic and indirectly increases the PP.

Schinkel A.F. et al. [91] studied 2190 patients with HCM, syncope (41%), reduced PP during exercise (25%), LV hypertrophy (20%) and unstable ventricular tachycardia (46%). One year after the implantation of CRT the cardiac mortality is reduced to 0.6 % in this group of patients.

1.6. Chf in patients with implanted pacemaker and pp

The prevalence of CHF is 1–2 % in the population and it increases to 10 % in elderly patients [92]. Mortality is 20 % among those who is under 75 years old and 40 % – over 75 years [1]. Currently, CHF is classified according to the LVEF: systolic HF with reduced EF (<45–50 %) and diastolic HF with preserved EF. CAD and MI are associated with systolic HF, and AH and diabetes – with diastolic HF [93–95]. CHF characterized by a decrease in LQ, social and psychological consequences. Clinically it is characterized by shortness of breath, fatigue and reduced physical activity. Tachycardia, tachypnea, decrease of the EF, low SBP and PP indicates a poor prognosis and advanced stage of the CHF [94, 96]. Biton Y. et al. show that the increase of the PP ≥ 75 mm Hg in response to exercise has a more favorable outcomes for systolic HF and the PP <75 mm Hg increases the risk of death in this case [62].

There are evidence of low PP association with high risk of cardiovascular complications and increased mortality in patients with II-IV functional classes of HF, after myocardial MI [62, 97].

In a study [36] it is demonstrated that low PP is associated with a worse outcome in hospitalized patients with systolic HF, however when PP > 40 mm Hg the opposite LV remodeling occurs by reducing of LV end-systolic volume.

There are indications for CRT: III-IV functional class (FC) of HF in patients with sinus rhythm, the QRS duration ≥ 120 ms and EF ≤ 35 %; III-IV FC of HF with the duration of the QRS ≥ 150 ms and EF ≤ 35 %; II FC of HF in-sinus rhythm, the QRS duration ≥ 120–130 ms and EF ≤ 30–40 %; with QRS complex duration ≥ 150 ms, EF ≤ 30 % [1]. There are indications for CRT in patients with a permanent or long-term persistent AF: III-IV FC of CHF with QRS complex duration ≥ 120 ms EF ≤ 35 %, with the holding AV ablation in patients with a rare ventricular rate (lesser than 60 per minute at rest and lesser than 90 per min under a load).

In the study [98] in 1177 patients with systolic HF the effect of CRT-D and pacemaker...
is compared. It is noted that the CRT-D implantation, EF < 35% and the QRS complex duration ≤ 130 ms are associated with a high mortality, as compared to the pacemaker.

CRT increases exercise tolerance, blood oxygen saturation, and improves LQ, reduces re-hospitalization and mortality due to HF [72, 77], helps to restore the myocardial contraction synchrony, improves the contractility of the LV and leads to the LV reverse remodeling, what increasing LVEF. It is accompanied by PP normalization [36, 62].

The study [36] observes that the positive echocardiographic response occurs when PP > 40 mm Hg for one year after implantation of CRT-D in patients with systolic HF. Also in this group, the risk of HF development and death reduces on 50% in comparison with a low-PP group (<40 mm Hg).

There is an increase of SBP on 8.5 mm Hg in 15 patients with III-IV FC CHF with EF < 40%, QRS complex duration ≥ 125 ms after using biventricular CRT in combination with right ventricular stimulation [99]. It indirectly indicates an increase of the PP in this type of stimulation.

2. MEDICAMENT SUPPLEMENT OF PATIENTS WITH IMPLANTED ECS AND PP

The contemporary implantable ECS as well as CRT are high technological complex and programmed devices for arrhythmias prevention and execution of algorithms for reduction of right ventricular stimulation and ultimately, for elevation of LQ and mortality reduction in cardiovascular pathology [1].

A constant control of ECS work and of the state of CRT is required and aimed to reveal some diagnostic and corrective mistakes in their work with the following optimization of the program for achievement of the best clinical effect and prolongation of devices' service terms as well as for resolution of the problem of management [2, 100]. The first programmatism of the device is carried out directly during the operation and then on the following 3rd and 7th days. In 6-12 weeks after implantation a chronic threshold of stimulation is formed. The thresholds of stimulation should be checked in this period and if it is necessary. To be regulated. On the 6th and 12th months after operation the correction of ECS work is controlled. Again and in the future if there are no complaints of the patient the latter is observed once a year. An important task is also an evaluation of the battery work and when its exhaustion is revealed the battery should be replaced [101].

ECS and CRT don't always decrease a frequency of recurrent hospitalizations and fatal outcomes [102]. In this case an additional medicament supplement is not abolished. A usage of some groups of medications and decrease of PP in a different degree influence on the reduction of the risk of cardiovascular complications [103]. Some of the drugs, such as beta-adrenoblockers (BAB), calcium channel blockers (CCB), chinidine, aimaline, isuprel, isadrine are capable to increase of ECS threshold and one the contrary, such agents as prednisolone, norepinephrine, and ephedrine are able to decrease of ECS threshold [104–106].

It should be noted that the action of the drugs influenced on the variability of PP in patients with implanted ECS or performed CRT is not enough elucidated in the contemporary literature.

2.1. Diuretics in patients with implanted ecs and pp

Although in patients with implanted ECS diuretics don't change PP, but some agents of this group of drugs prescribed to hypertensive patients can decrease it. So, in patients with isolated systolic AH indapamide decreases risk of cardiovascular complications due to reduction of PP < 60 mm Hg [107].

The ASPIRANT study [108] demonstrated that spironolactone was less effective in reduction of PP in patients with AH and initial DBP over 97 mm Hg. In patients with resistant AH the contribution of spironolactone (25–50 mg daily) to reduction of PP realizes in 12 weeks of therapy due to decrease in SBP be 8.7 mm Hg (the PATHWAY-2 study) [109].

By analogy, a loop diuretic furosemide (40–60 mg daily) in persons with AH compared to placebo in 8.8 weeks of treatment can decrease PP due to more marked reduction of SBP (by 8 mm Hg) then of DBP (by 4 mm Hg) [110].

High doses of furosemide (over 80 mg daily) in patients aged older 60 years with CHF of III-IV FC, LVEF ≤ 35%, QRS duration ≥ 120 ms and LBBB or RBBB are shown to increase a risk of cardiovascular mortality probably due to PP growth. So, before CRT and high daily doses of furosemide an average PP was 45 mm Hg and then in a year after CRT and furosemide therapy there was a decrease in PP
to 39.6 mm Hg but two years later the further more marked growth of PP to 51.8 mm Hg was observed [111].

The MADIT-CRT study has shown a negative effect of diuretics on the course of CHF in patients with CRT developed in an increase of frequency of hospitalization and complications. However torasemide administration could improve a clinical picture in such patients [112].

2.2. Bab in patients with implanted ecs and pp

The influence of nebivolol in patients aged older 70 years with CHF was studied depending on initial BP after CRT. Prescription of nebivolol 2.5–5–10 mg daily compared with placebo was discovered to decrease PP by 1.5 mm Hg (PP was 56.4 mm Hg in the group of treatment vs 57.9 mm Hg in placebo group). However even such insignificant PP reduction in patients with CHF after CRT diminishes development of cardiovascular complications and mortality [113].

Combination of BAB with angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors in patients with CHF and hypertensive CSS positively influenced on the further clinical outcome [114–115], the best outcome after CRT is observed at high doses of antihypertensive agents [116]. In patients with dual chambered ECS carvedilol 6.25 mg daily promotes a reduction of PP be 10 mm Hg due to positive influence on SBP [105].

In 18 % of patients with SSS a usage of BAB after implantation of dual chambered ECS is associated with development of the 2nd and 3rd degree AV block [117].

BAB is used in the treatment of ECS and CRT-induced arrhythmias of supraventricular and ventricular origin. Prescription of BAB to the patients with CHF after implantation of ECS or executed CRT in decreased a risk of ECS' complications [112, 118–119]. Alongside with a prolongation of QRS complex' duration a frequency of BAB prescription was found out to be grown [120].

In patients without arrhythmias induced by ECS and CRT, BAB is used in small daily doses due to a growth of frequency of unfavorable outcomes and hospitalizations [121].

2.3. Ccb in patients with implanted ecs and pp

Amlodipine as one of the hypotensive agents can be used for reduction of PP in patients with implanted ECS. It has been noted a reliable decrease in PP by 5.1 mm Hg without change of HR in such patients already in 8 weeks of treatment with amlodipine 10 mg daily [122].

A tendency to elevation of the threshold of ECS without an influence on with verapamil 240 mg daily in 2 months of treatment in patients with supraventricular tachyarrhythmia or AF and implanted DDDR ECS HR is discovered [123].

Higher velocity of coronary flow was revealed in treatment with verapamil compared with its withdrawal in patients with HCM. The endothelium depended vasodilitation is known to be impaired in such patients and therapy with verapamil promotes a restoration of vasodilitation response in the conditions of stress associated with ECS [124].

2.4. The inhibitors of ace, antagonists of angiotensin ii receptors (aar ii) in patients with implanted ecs and pp

Administration of ACE inhibitors or AAR II in patients with CHF in CRT leads to long term favorable outcomes. These groups of agents improve prognosis in CRT in cases of their usage in optimal daily doses [125].

Lisinopril 2.5 mg daily combined with BAB, diuretic, acetylsalicylic acid and digoxin is reported to improve a total state of patients with performed CRT due to CHF and constant form of AF [105]. Therapy with lisinopril is occurred to reduce PP resulted in SBP decrease by 10 mm Hg after 14 months of treatment.

Right ventricular ECS can evoke a ventricular dys synchrony, aggravate cardiac output and increase a PP [49]. In patients with full AV block and dual chambered ECS a usage of ACE inhibitors decrease a frequency of hospitalizations and cardiovascular complications.

CONCLUSION

PP is an independent predisposing and prognostic factor for cardiovascular complications and mortality, and therefore is being intensively studied.

The implantation of pacemaker and CRT, solves the problem of bradyystolic arrhythmias and HF, and leads to regular changes in PP among the other hemodynamic parameters. The PP role and abilities of its optimization, including due to medical management of patients, is still not studied appropriately.
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